In performance analysis of computer systems, trace-driven simulation techniques have the important advantage of credibility and accuracy. Unfortunately, traces are usually difficult to obtain, and little work has been done to provide efficient tools to help in the process of reducing and manipulating them. This paper presents TRAMP, a tool for the data reduction and data analysis phases of trace-driven simulation studies. TRAMP has three main advantages: it accepts a variety of common trace formats; it provides a programmable user interface in which many actions can be directly specified; and it is easy to extend. TRAMP is particularly helpful for reducing and analysing complex trace data, such as traces of file system or database activity. This paper presents the design principles and implementation techniques of TRAMP and provides a few concrete examples of the use of this tool.
INTRODUCTION
There are two ways to obtain new trace data for a trace-driven simulation study: instrument a system or use some existing instrumentation. The first solution requires intimate knowledge of the system, access to the source code, and a very trusting site at which to gather the data. The second solution requires good data reduction and manipulation tools.
Direct instrumentation of a system is the solution of choice, since it leaves to the researcher the most freedom about what data to gather and how to format it. It is often feasible in a research environment (e.g. the work on UNIX file systems done at U.C. Berkeley 1 ). However, if the system to be instrumented is a large commercial database installation, direct instrumentation is usually not technically or legally possible.
In a study on buffer management policies and disk caching for large commercial database systems, the authors had to rely on an existing program, the DB2 software monitor, 2 to gather trace data on IBM DB2 systems. The data format used by the DB2 software monitor is fairly complex. It is intended to be used only by DB2PM, the DB2 performance monitor. 3 Unfortunately, DB2PM does not provide enough flexibility to satisfy the needs of researchers. For complex simulations the data has to be directly accessible. Similar processing of raw data gathered from IBM's GTF (general trace facility) and SMF (system management facility) 2 was needed for the research reported in References 4, 5 and 1, and was extremely time consuming and tedious.
The format of these raw traces is fairly complex: it consists of more than 100 record types and over 700 distinct record fields. Just to read the trace data and convert it to an understandable form, a description of the trace format into data structures expressed in some high-level programming language has to be generated. Doing this by hand would be painful and error-prone. Instead, one can use a simple format specification language, and write a translator to convert the original complex trace format specification into that format specification language. The only remaining task is to integrate into the trace manipulation tool a parser for this format specification language. There are well-known techniques for implementing parsers, which makes this task straightforward. This two-step approach turned out to be very efficient in practice. It made it possible to use the same trace manipulation tool with several other traces (the IMS traces reported in Reference 6, and the UNIX file system traces reported in Reference 1 ) simply by changing the trace format description file.
Trace-driven simulation benefits enormously from transforming raw traces into a useful common format; the trace analysis and simulation programs thus do not have to suffer from the complexity and overhead of this task. A processed ('reduced') trace is one from which useless information has been deleted, and in which useful information has been encoded in simple ways and in which various references to the same object (e.g. job, file, open) have been tied together by pointers or unique identifiers.
1 Trace reduction involves simple tasks such as extracting record fields, and more complex tasks involving reconstructing useful information scattered throughout the traces. The basic operations and data structures needed to implement these tasks are simple and few: field extraction, associative arrays, assignments and comparisons. More importantly, these operations are the very ones which are needed to perform simple statistical analysis of the trace data. Since the need for several hundred such small programs was very likely in the course of any given study, it seemed to be more convenient to make them independent programs rather than part of the tool. For that purpose, an interpreter for a simple command language was added on top of TRAMP. Many simple trace reduction or trace analysis tasks can now be specified directly as scripts in this command language. With this added capability, this tool was becoming important enough to deserve a name. TRAMP stands for Trace Reduction And Manipulation Program. Figure 1 shows the internal organization of TRAMP. At the beginning of execution, TRAMP reads and parses two files: a file describing the format of the input trace and a file containing the command language script to be executed. It then processes the input trace, read either from a file or from the output of another program (e.g. a decompression program) using a UNIX pipe, making TRAMP able to operate directly from compressed traces. 7 Command language scripts can specify a variety of tasks, including trace reduction and trace-driven simulations.
TRAMP can also be used to perform the actual simulations by specifying the simulation tasks in the command script, as shown in Figure 2 . TRAMP allows the user to decide which part of the simulation code should be included in TRAMP itself, and which part should be left in the command script. In general, it is preferable to implement the basic simulation algorithms in the system and leave specific details and parameters in the command script. There are two reasons for implementing the basic simulation algorithms in the system itself. First, complex simulation algorithms are actually easier to program in the system, using a general-purpose programming language, than in a TRAMP script. Secondly, the resulting simulation code is more efficient. Which part of the simulation should be encoded in a script and which part should be encoded in TRAMP is to some extent a matter of personal judgement. A general principle to follow is to program basic mechanisms or primitives into the system and leave everything else to the command scripts. The simulation of management policies of disk caches provides a good illustration of this approach. The first step is to implement several cache replacement policies (e.g. LRU, random) in TRAMP. Command scripts can then be used not only to specify replacement policy parameters, such as the size of the cache, but also to derive more complex replacement policies that make use of prefetching. Command scripts can also be used directly to simulate the effect of using several small caches instead of a large one to model the degradation of performance in caching file blocks closer to the disks and further from main memory, as was studied in Reference 5. Using command scripts reduces dramatically the need for frequent modifications and recompilation of the simulation tool. This approach is simpler, faster, easier to manage and less errorprone than the classical solution of coding in the simulator all variants of all policies under investigation.
TRAMP currently consists of approximately 6950 lines of C++ code. Of this, 2450 lines came from the GNU -C++ data structure libraries. Some familiarity with the basic concepts and terminology of C++ is assumed, as described in Reference 8. The remainder of this paper presents TRAMP in more detail and compares it ..-with related work. Figure 3 contains an example of specification of a trace format, composed of two record types: 'IO' and 'END_XACT', It is a simplified version of the reduced trace format used for traces of DB2 buffer activity; an 'IO' record describes a buffer request event, whereas a 'ENDXACT' record marks the end of a transaction. The format description language allows the user to specify records, fields and an optional set of values for each field.
SPECIFICATION AND HANDLING OF TRACE FORMATS

An example
1.
2.
A record descriptor starts with the keyword 'record', followed by the name of the record, a list of field descriptors delimited by curled brackets, and a semicolon. A field descriptor consists of a type specifier, followed by a field name, an Field types are implemented as an independent C++ library. Field type classes are specializations of a basic field type class, and all their member functions are virtual functions (a virtual function in C++ is a function defined in a base class that can be redefined in any specialization of this class). The library only exports the definition of the basic field type class and the routine create_type(type_name, optional_param). This routine is used by the rest of the system to create a field type descriptor from the name of the type and an optional parameter. The virtual function mechanism of C++ guarantees the correct operation of this interface. This organization could easily be emulated in C using function pointers; the main reason to use C++ is that the compiler takes care of function pointer initialization automatically, reducing the size of the source code and limiting the risk of clerical errors.
The main advantage of this design is that the field type library is isolated from the rest of the system. This makes it easy to add a new field type to the set of field types recognized by the system. A user only needs to implement a new specialization of the basic field type class, including all the member functions listed above, register the name of the new field type in the system, and recompile the field type library. This is an important feature of such a trace manipulation system, because it would be hard to predict all possible field types a user may ever want. This simple interface allows the implementation of any field type of fixed size, for any computable data encoding. The following two examples illustrate the flexibility of this design.
Printing time-stamps
As shown in Figure 3 , the special type time is used to specify time-stamp fields. Though the field type bytes(4) can be used for time-stamps, time-stamps would appear uninterpreted by printing routines. Using a special time type makes it possible for the system to recognize time-stamps. Time-stamps can then be printed in standard time units (hours, minutes, seconds, milliseconds) using a specialized print routine.
Dealing with byte ordering
Most current computing environments are organized as large heterogeneous distributed systems. Owing to the rapid evolution of available hardware, it is relatively common for any group of users, especially in the research community, to have machines of different byte ordering sharing access to the same binary trace data files. Because of byte ordering, a correct TRAMP script on one machine may not work properly on another. There are several possible solutions to this problem, but the simplest and most elegant one is to use the flexibility of the field type system.
The main idea is to consider field types not as a description of the contents of the trace, but as a specification of the operations that need to be performed on a given architecture to map the representation of the data on a trace to the internal data representation in the machine. On a machine with a different byte ordering than the trace, a different format description file needs to be used, with different field types whenever byte swapping needs to be performed. For example, the field types swap_halfword and swap_fullword can specify two-and four-byte quantities that need to be swapped. To limit overhead, swapping only occurs when the field is accessed, not when the record is read into memory. With this approach, there is no need to keep several copies of the traces with different byte orderings, or to modify the source program, or to modify the simulation scripts.
In general, to handle multiple trace formats on multiple architectures, it is necessary to specify a format specification file for each pair of trace format and architecture and specify the correct format file at each run of the tool. The selection of the format specification file can easily be automated once the traces are augmented by a simple header describing its format and byte orientation.
Limitations and restrictions
TRAMP does not accept arbitrary format specifications. For instance TRAMP expects fields to correspond to a sequence of consecutive bytes in the trace. Records that fit in less than a byte are not supported. In addition, in the current implementation, fields are restricted to be of fixed length. Supporting variable length records is useful in some cases, for example when traces contain character strings of variable lengths. TRAMP does not currently support variable length records, but this extension would be straightforward to implement. All that is needed is to modify the type routine get_size so that it accepts a field_pointer as the second argument, and the input buffering routines, so that they compute the length of records on the fly rather than reading them from a precomputed table of record lengths. Records of fixed length are known to the system and their lengths are stored in a table.
A second assumption is that the first field of each record is a single byte field identifying the type of the record. Moreover the value of this byte is expected to be n -1 for the n th record described in the format specification file, that is 0 for the first record, 1 for the second record, and so on. If the original trace has no such record headers, they would have to be added before TRAMP can be used. If the original trace uses byte headers which are not in sequential order, but are small numbers, one can sort the format description file and add dummy records to fill the gaps. A more elegant solution would be to let the user specify explicitly the values of the record headers in the format description file. This would also be a straightforward extension to TRAMP.
In some trace format specifications, such as the one used in Reference 7, the first byte of each record contains more information than just the type of the record. There is no simple way in TRAMP to handle this situation.
COMMAND LANGUAGE INTERPRETER
The command language interpreter allows the user to specify tasks at a high level with direct access to the internal data structures of TRAMP and without having to understand or modify the tool itself. The command language is not a general purpose programming language. It is intended to be used in the specific context of recordat-a-time processing of binary trace data. A program or script written in the command language is composed of a 'main' routine, which is executed for each record encountered in the trace, and optional preprocessing and postprocessing routines. The 'main' routine itself is also optional. If no 'main' routine is specified, only the preprocessing and postprocessing actions are executed. In addition, a simple mechanism supports user-defined, parameterless routines.
An example
This section presents an example of how a simple data analysis task can be directly implemented in the command language. This task consists of computing the number of I/O reads and I/O writes recorded in a trace. The format of the trace is as described in Figure 3 . The script to implement this task is given in Figure 4 . For clarity of presentation, scripts are written in Algol-like pseudo-code, though the actual syntax of the command language is derived from Lisp. The basic operations needed to implement this script are to fetch a record, to determine the type of a record, to extract the contents of a field, to define and manipulate variables, and to execute some action before and after the entire trace has been prcocessed. The following list details these constructs.
1. Fetch the next record: this action does not need to be specified explicitly in the command language. The main procedure is automatically executed for each record in the trace. The trace is processed sequentially one record at a time. 2. Preprocess and postprocess: the actions to be executed before the trace is processed can be specified in a block of statements preceded by the keyword preprocess. Similarly, there is a keyword postprocess to mark the block of statements that is to be executed after the trace is processed. 3. Get the type of the current record: there is a special predefine variable called RECORD_TYPE whose contents can be accessed to get the type of the current record. It should correspond to the first field of each record type. 4. Get the contents of a field: fields are accessed using the conventional dot notation (qualified names). For example, the TIME field of a record type IO can be accessed as IO.TIME. 5. Variables: any syntactically legal identifier can denote a variable. Variables do not need to be declared, and are global to the script. They can be assigned a value using the command set. For example, set count = 0 initializes the variable count to 0, and set count = count + 1 increments the variable count by 1.
Internal organization of the command interpreter
The implementation of the command language is based on standard interpreter implementation techniques. Two factors have contributed in making this implementation particularly simple: the use of Lisp syntax and the use of C++ classes to represent the different types of parse nodes. In the same way as for field type descriptors, the use of C++ classes to represent parse node types simplifies the implementation, makes it more modular and easier to extend. A script is represented internally as a DAG (directed acyclic graph) of parse nodes, and is executed by calling recursively the commands associated with each node in the DACT. Each construct in the command language corresponds to one type of parse node. For example, there is one type of node for assignment statements, one type of node for conditional statements, one for arithmetic expressions and one for variables. The language can be easily extended by creating new types of nodes.
RELATED WORK
AWK
AWK is a data formatting and processing language developed by Aho, Weinberger and Kernighan. 9 AWK has been an important source of inspiration in the design of TRAMP, and the systems are similar in several aspects. They are both targeted at sequential processing of formatted data. They can both be programmed in a simple interpreted programming language and provide the same basic programming constructs: variables, conditionals, iterations, associative arrays, user-defined functions, and printing and formatting routines.
However, there are several important differences between AWK and TRAMP owing to their different intended uses. AWK is targeted at manipulating relatively small text files; it provides a set of powerful functions to manipulate strings of characters. TRAMP is targeted at manipulating large trace data files in binary format; it provides facilities to generate and manipulate data in binary format.
For simple data processing tasks, both systems appear to be equally easy to use within their respective domains of application. For complex tasks, both systems are equally cumbersome to use. Complex tasks are in fact easier to implement in C++ than in AWK or TRAMP, because of its strong typing, its support for data structuring and modularity, and its libraries of predefine data structures. The fact that the implementation of TRAMP has been designed to be easy to extend in C++ is a definite advantage over AWK when complex algorithms need to be implemented.
Discrete event simulation tools
No reference was found to any tool with capabilities comparable to those of TRAMP that was specifically targeted at processing trace data. Work on tools for computer system simulation has concentrated on specialized programming languages, libraries of routines or other programming tools for discrete event simulation, where events are generated internally by the simulator rather than read from a trace. There is an abundant literature in this area and several commercial products are on the market. The interested reader may consult Reference 10 for a good review of this field, References 11 and 12 for a survey of discrete event simulation languages and Reference 13 for more recent work.
TRAMP is not directly comparable with these tools. Its command interpreter provides support for easy manipulation of trace data and relatively simple tracedriven simulations. Complex simulations have to be coded in the implementation language: the command interpreter is too primitive for such applications. TRAMP is implemented in C++. Like Simula, 14 from which it derives some of its constructs and terminology, C++ provides extended type facilities which make writing simulation programs easier than in other languages. A publicly available implementation of C++, distributed by the Free Software Foundation, provides several libraries of data structures. These libraries implement many of the data structures needed in discrete event simulation (priority queues, lists, associative arrays). The use of C++ in conjunction with these libraries was found to be convenient enough to alleviate the need for more specialized simulation languages.
DB2PM
There is an IBM program product called DB2PM (DB2 performance monitor) which can analyse trace data obtained with the DB2 built-in trace facility.
3 DB2PM has several limitations that needed to be overcome: it only accepts trace data in the format generated by the DB2 trace facility, can only be used for a suite of predefine operations, and is not extensible by the user. DB2PM is targeted at IBM customers who want to monitor the activity of their DB2 installations, and is very convenient for that function. It is far from ideal, however, for performing more advanced analyses. It can generate an extensive set of reports, but these reports are all derived from simple statistical analysis of the trace data.
PERFORMANCE
There is often a price to pay for flexibility, and TRAMP is no exception. The principal source of overhead comes from the fact that command language scripts are interpreted. This overhead could be reduced significantly by relatively simple techniques such as byte-code emulation, and was never found to be critical in practice.
Several experiments were run to evaluate the performance of TRAMP. All experiments were run on a VAX 8600 running 4·3 BSD UNIX and repeated 10 times. Only average results are reported here. Variations between runs were small.
Command language overhead
The experiments reported in Table I were run using the same file (hereafter referred to as trace). This file was composed of 457,143 records, and 9,007,780 bytes. The first benchmark simply read the file trace, and compared TRAMP with a UNIX facility, cat, and a simple C program. The read overhead reported for TRAMP can be explained as follows. For each record it processes, TRAMP calls two functions. The first function executes the command script on the record; the second function determines the size of the next record, makes sure it fits entirely in the buffer and reads more data into the buffer if necessary. In this example, the function executing the command script returns immediately. To provide an element of comparison, the C program was made to perform two function calls which returned immediately for every record encountered in the input file trace.
A more realistic example is used to determine the overhead caused by the interpreted execution of a more complex task: the computation of cache miss ratios for a simple replacement policy (LRU). The replacement algorithm is implemented same simulation but with only script and IO overhead in TRAMP itself; the role of the script is to extract the relevant information from the trace and to call the basic simulation routines of TRAMP implemented in C++. The execution time for the script was measured with and without calling the simulation routines and is also reported in Table I . The skeleton script refers to a script which performs all the actions of the simulation script except that it does not call TRAMP simulation routines. If A is the total amount of CPU time to perform the simulation, B the total amount of CPU time to execute the skeleton script, and C the total amount of CPU time to have TRAMP simply read the file, the overhead in percentage due to the interpreted execution of the script is 100(B -C ) /A = 44·8 per cent. This value was obtained from the data in Table I by adding user time and system time. This overhead is relatively high but was acceptable in practice. As mentioned earlier, the overhead could be reduced by more efficient implementation techniques; it is not a design limitation.
Text format vs. binary format
It is possible to store trace data in text format rather than binary format. This has several advantages: text files are more portable than binary files; existing text processing tools such as AWK can be used to manipulate the traces. However, this approach has two main drawbacks: traces in text format require more storage than in binary format, and text processing programs are significantly slower than programs that process binary data. These two points are illustrated in the following experiment, which compares TRAMP with AWK, a text data manipulation tool of similar functionality.
This experiment consisted in performing an LRU simulation on a 50,000 record file. TRAMP used the original binary version of the file, which was 1 million bytes long. The file was then translated into an ascii representation so that it could be processed by AWK. The increase in size to convert binary to ascii was 69 per cent, and the increase in simulation time was a factor of 8·6. The simulation uses the latest version of AWK available from AT&T, which is significantly faster (between 2 and 3 times) than the most widely available original version. The results are reported in Table II .
EXAMPLES
This section contains four examples of the use of TRAMP. Though these examples have been created for the sake of presentation, they are representative of problems that one encounters in practice. The first three examples illustrate how TRAMP can be used to perform several analysis tasks on a trace of file system activity that has already been reduced to the format shown in Figure 3 : to replace process identifiers by unique identifiers; to compute the number of references per file; and to compute the file cache miss ratio for a simple replacement policy. The last example shows how TRAMP can be used to generate an artificial trace with known characteristics that can be used to check the correctness of the simulation routines. These examples only represent a small subset of the possible applications of TRAMP, but should be sufficient to allow the reader to appreciate the capability of this tool.
Replacing process identifiers by unique identifiers
Operating systems may reuse the process identifiers of terminated processes within the period of observation of a trace. To facilitate trace data analysis, it is useful to replace these process identifiers by identifiers guaranteed to be unique throughout the trace. This simple task can be performed with the following algorithm: first, an empty identifier table is created; each time a record containing a process identifier is encountered, a table look-up determines whether there is already an identifier associated with this process. If it is the case, this identifier is used. Otherwise, a new identifier is created, stored in the table, and used to update the trace record. If the trace record was signalling a process termination, the table entry corresponding to this process is removed from the preprocess begin set next_id = 0; end Figure 5 . Making process identifiers unique this algorithm, and follows very closely this high level description. The script uses transaction ids instead of process ids, but the task performed is otherwise as described above.
This script makes use of several constructs of the command language: 1. Associative arrays: the command language supports one-and two-dimensional associative arrays. The script uses the following three array operations: (a) set array[key] = value, which associates a value with a key.
(b) key found in array, which returns true or false according to whether or not there is an entry for the key in the array. (c) delete key from array, which removes a key from an array. 2. User defined procedures: user-defined procedures are allowed but are restricted in the sense that they cannot take arguments. Parameters can be passed implicitly through global variables. 3. Updating records: it is possible to modify the current record by using the update FIELD_NAME = value command. The modified record can then be output in binary format with the spit command.
Arrays grow automatically on demand. The space occupied by deleted entries is recovered automatically. Holes are compacted at regular intervals to improve locality of reference.
Number of references per file
Before starting to design a disk caching or file placement algorithm, it is important to characterize the workload reported in a trace. One statistical distribution of particular interest is the number of read and write references per file. Using TRAMP, it is easy to gather this information from a trace. Two hash tables are used, one for read and one for write references. Each time a file is accessed, the corresponding table entry is incremented by one. After the trace is processed, the contents of the tables are output. It is then often convenient to use AWK to further reduce or format the output.
The script that executes this task is given in Figure 6 . It makes use of one new construct:
(i) for (key in array): this statement is a loop statement that executes the next statement once per key found in the array.
In the postprocess routine, it was necessary to add to the read_counter array all the keys in the write_counter array not already present. Otherwise references to files that were only written to in the trace would be lost.
LRU miss ratios
LRU miss ratios are often used in cache analysis studies as a basic point of reference for assessing the efficiency of more complex replacement policies. The LRU policy is not implemented directly in the command language. Though it is possible to do so, it would be inefficient and cumbersome. A better approach is to use a mixed strategy: to code the basic routines needed to implement the replacement policy directly in C++ and make them available at the command language level, and then to write a command script to compute the desired miss ratios. An example of such a command script is given in Figure 7 . In addition to providing a good compromise between speed and flexibility, another advantage of this approach is that it can be naturally extended to a generic interface that can be used as well for other replacement policies. Each new replacement policy simply requires the following routines (the simulation of prefetching policies requires one more routine than the ones shown here): 1. make_buffer(policy, size) :this function returns a pointer to a buffer of the specified size managed by the specified policy. The policy argument has to be known to the system. 2. read_buffer(buffer, file, page): when a read record is encountered in the trace, this procedure calls the simulation routine for the policy managing the buffer. The buffer entries are updated by the replacement policy, which also keeps track of buffer hits and misses. 3. write_buffer(buffer, file, page): this procedure is similar to the previous one, but for a write record. 4. print_buffer(buffer): this procedure reports the results of the simulation. It can also be used during the simulation to follow the evolution of the number of buffer misses over time.
Generating an artificial trace
Simulation software is particularly difficult to test, because of the limited amount of feedback a user gets from the system. Simulators that generate reasonable, but wrong results are particularly difficult to correct. A simple testing technique can be used to help detecting errors in the implementation of cache replacement policies. This technique consists of generating artificial traces with well-defined patterns of reference and using them to drive the simulation routines. With a suitable choice of artificial traces it is possible to compute analytically the exact miss ratios for these traces and to check the results obtained by simulation. Figure 8 contains an example preprocess begin set max_iter = 1000; set record_type = 0; set access_type = 0x00; set time_stamp = 0; set process_id [ set iter_var = 0; while (iter_var < max_iter) begin set process = 1; spit_a_record; set process = 2; spit_a_record; set iter_var = iter_var + 1; end end Figure 8 . Generating an artificial trace of a simple script which generates such a trace. The trace is composed of the references of two interleaved processes, which have cyclic reference patterns of different periods. The miss ratio obtained with an LRU replacement policy for a given cache size is straightforward to compute for cyclic reference patterns, and thus this trace can be used to check the correctness of the LRU simulator in TRAMP. Since no data is read by TRAMP doing this operation, there is no need for a 'main' routine in this script. The script uses the following two routines which have not yet been (i)
(ii)
With introduced:
spit_int value: this procedure writes its argument to standard output in binary format. There is also a procedure called swap which can be called when the bytes of the output need to be swapped. spit_char value: this procedure writes its argument to standard output in binary format. Only the least significant byte of the argument is considered. CONCLUSIONS TRAMP, trace-driven simulators have been opened at both ends: at the low end, by making TRAMP independent of trace formats; at the high end, by making TRAMP directly programmable by the user. As a result, the capabilities of TRAMP were enhanced far beyond what is usually available in similar tools while reducing the overall development effort. TRAMP is able to perform relatively complex and unrelated tasks, such as trace reduction, trace compression, computation of distributions of various trace dependent parameters, by being programmed directly from its command interpreter.
Because it is format independent, TRAMP can be gradually expanded with more sophisticated simulation algorithms with no fear that these algorithms would have to be thrown away after a round of trace-driven simulation studies using a particular format is completed.
